LEFT: Our group of travelers. RIGHT: Elephants taking a mud bath.
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REFLECTING ON

THE ILLEGAL IVORY AND HORN MARKETS
by Kristen Tullo
Pennsylvania State Director / The Humane Society of the United States
In 2017, Pennsylvania residents expressed their concern
for animal welfare by encouraging the legislature to pass
Libre’s Law, which is considered the most comprehensive
animal protection legislation overhaul in our state’s history.
On the heels of that victory, many Pennsylvania animal
advocates are now turning their attention to saving wildlife
from extinction.
I recently joined some of those advocates on a safari trip
to Africa, where we experienced firsthand the majesty of
elephants and the compassion of those who are saving
their lives. The adventure was remarkable and served to
increase our utmost respect for the magnificent wildlife and
their selfless caregivers.
We met Benjamin, a “chosen one” at Tsavo East Ithumba
Camp in Kenya, Africa. After graduating from University
of Nairobi Mombasa Campus 18 years ago, Benjamin
inquired with The David Sheldrick Wildlife Trust (DSWT)
about becoming a keeper. DSWT informed Benjamin that
the elephants interview the keepers for a month, and if you
are not tender-hearted, you are not chosen. The elephants
interviewed Benjamin, found him to be tender-hearted, and
he was chosen.
Our group of travelers were full of gratitude to meet the
keepers at DSWT in Umani Springs Kibwezi Forest, Kenya,
and learn about the care they give to orphaned elephants
who, because of injuries they sustained from poaching or
medical health issues, make it more difficult and may take
them longer to be reintegrated back into the wild. These
majestic creatures can be seen grazing on the plains,
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drinking from a watering hole alongside other wildlife, and
bathing in dust to protect their skin from the hot African sun
– elephants love their mud baths! The hope, of course, is
reintegration whenever possible, but this depends on the
severity of their injuries.
Perhaps you were taught somewhere along the way that
elephants are a strong matriarchal society, and that the
expression “an elephant never forgets” is actually rooted in
some truth. There are moving stories of elephant leaders
sacrificing themselves to spare their young. Elephants
have shown elaborate displays of sophisticated emotion,
including compassion, celebration, mourning, and
comprehension.
We are thankful for advocate groups such as DSWT and
Elephant Aware Masai Mara who fight vigilantly for the
rights of these animals to live out their lives in a natural
environment without the threat of poachers and trophy
hunters.
On the legislative front, groups like Africa Network for Animal
Welfare are influencing policy, empowering communities,
advocating, and changing attitudes to promote the humane
treatment of all animals.
We hope, however, that when it comes to animal welfare
advocacy back home, PA will consider the magnitude of
what we are fighting against, and what the world will lose if
the destruction of these magnificent animals by the wildlife
trade continues at its current pace. Time is not on our side.
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almost severing her tiny trunk. But
now, thanks to the love and care of
DSWT, Enkesha is happy, infection
free, and her trunk is almost fully
healed. You, too, can join the herd.
Become a foster parent at DSWT to
help ensure that their lifesaving work
continues to protect elephants.
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Kristen Tullo , foster parent and Enkesha, who was orphaned when her family was killed by poachers.

While the elephants and rhinos
are slaughtered in Africa and Asia,
we must recognize our own role in
stimulating the ivory trade. Despite
recent federal regulatory changes that
have been effective at decreasing the
market for ivory in the United States,
federal officials have noted that illegal
ivory continues to be imported and
sold here. The local impact really hit
home in 2014 when a Philadelphia
art dealer pleaded guilty to smuggling
African elephant ivory that was being
carved and stained to appear older.
Federal prosecutors stated it was the
largest seizure of ivory in the U.S.
It’s not only the elephants and rhinos
that are suffering and dying as a result
of the illegal ivory and horn markets.
The threats to humans are real.
According to the International Ranger
Federation, 871 wildlife rangers
lost their lives in the line of duty
since 2009. Since 2009, 871 wildlife
rangers lost their lives in the line of
duty since 2009, many in clashes
with poachers. Source: https://phys.
org/news/2018-07-wildlife-rangersdied-duty-year.html
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We must also consider the plight of
the elephants and rhinos. These wild
animals are already endangered and
threatened species. The savanna
elephant population has declined
by 144,000 – that’s 30% of the
population – since 2007, primarily
from poaching. In 2015, 1,305 African
rhinos were killed, and only 29,000
rhinos remain in the wild worldwide.
Elephants and rhinos are killed by
unconscionable methods.
They
are chased by helicopters, gunned
down (sometimes with military-grade
weapons), and poisoned. Because
the tusks and horns are embedded
in the skull, their heads are hacked
and mutilated to extract the full
tusk or horn. Babies are killed to
collect a tiny stubble of tusk or horn.
Remaining orphans, unable to fend
for themselves, often perish.
There are opportunities to help the
injured and orphaned elephants and
rhinos. Through the DSWT I am the
foster parent of Enkesha, who was
orphaned when her family was killed
by poachers. She was found in
Kenya, only a year old, with a snare

Pennsylvania can and must do its
part to help remedy this dire situation.
We must enact an ivory and rhino
horn sales ban because intrastate
commerce – trade occurring within
the state – is generally untouched
by federal laws and regulations.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
has stated that the legal ivory trade
serves as a cover for the illegal ivory
trade. The sale of mammoth ivory is
unrestricted and difficult to distinguish
from elephant ivory, thus increasing
enforcement burdens.
And new
ivory products are commonly
misrepresented or altered to look like
old ivory.
On February 24, 2017, a bi-partisan
bill to finally end the ivory trade
in Pennsylvania, sponsored by
Representatives Madeleine Dean and
The Humane Society of the U.S.
(HSUS) is the nation’s largest and
most effective animal protection
organization. HSUS and it’s affiliates
provide hands-on care and services
to more than 100,000 animals each
year, and professionalize the field
through education and training for
local organizations.
Did you know that The HSUS operates
5-animal care centers, providing
direct care to thousands of animals
every year? HSUS is a leading
animal
advocacy
organization,
seeking a humane world for people
and animals alike. They are driving
transformational change in the U.S.
and around the world by combating
large-scale cruelties such as puppy
mills, animal fighting, factory farming,
seal slaughter, horse cruelty, captive
hunts and the wildlife trade.
For more information:
http://www.humanesociety.org/
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Tarah Toohil, was granted a committee hearing. Despite
overwhelming support from Pennsylvania residents and
the Philadelphia Zoo, opposition from those who trade in
ivory prevented a vote on the bill. We will not be deterred,
and will ensure that the bill is reintroduced in early 2019.
And while the United States has a major role in the trade in
elephant and rhino parts, we are also the largest importer
of giraffe trophies. American trophy hunters import an
average of more than one giraffe per day. This can’t go
on; there are fewer giraffes than elephants now in the wild,
and if we are to protect these gentle and beautiful animals
from going extinct, we need to act quickly to keep them
out of the sights of trophy hunters and poachers. And
in addition to giraffes, elephants, and rhinos, proposed
legislation should also prohibit the sale, purchase, offer for
sale, or possession with intent to sell, of parts or products
of hippos, mammoths, narwhals, walruses, whales, sharks,
rays, sea turtles, tigers, lions, leopards, cheetahs, jaguars,
and pangolins.
The black-market wildlife trade jeopardizes the survival
of these species. Legislation may not solve the poaching
crisis today, but it gets us closer to that end goal by closing
the loop at home in the Commonwealth and bolstering
federal restrictions already in place.
Not by coincidence, elephants are considered a “keystone
species,” meaning the ecosystem to which they contribute
cannot survive without their presence. And Pennsylvania
is called the “Keystone State” for the vital role our state
plays in the political, economic and social development of
our nation. History is what makes us, but the future is what
defines us – what do you want the future to look like? What
legacy do you want to leave?
How can you help protect wildlife?
• Never purchase ivory products. They are often carved
into jewelry and trinkets that are marketed as antiques.
It’s difficult to visually determine the age of the ivory
in an item and enforce current laws around carved or
worked ivory.
• Take the time to contact your state legislators and ask
them to support legislation to end wildlife trafficking.
• Protect the future of these species with a donation to
your favorite wildlife protection organization.
On behalf of the Humane Society of the U.S. and my travel
“Rafikis,” or friends, I would like to thank you for learning
about this issue. New Jersey has already instituted an
ivory and rhino horn sales ban in their state, along with
California, Oregon, Washington, Hawaii, New York, New
Hampshire, Nevada and Illinois. Let’s make Pennsylvania
the next state to take a step towards saving wildlife for our
children and future generations!
Until next time, Kenya...Tuko Pamoja: “We Are Together”!
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MORE ABOUT LIBRE’S LAW:

h t t p : / / w w w. s e n a t o r a l l o w a y. c o m / w p - c o n t e n t / u p l o a d s /
sites/46/2017/09/sb08-articles.pdf

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:
David Sheldrick Wildlife Trust -

https://www.sheldrickwildlifetrust.org/

The Elephant Aware Blog -

https://elephantawareblog.wordpress.com/about/
Africa Network for Animal Welfare - https://anaw.org/
Victor Gordon Ivory Trafficking Investigation - https://
news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2014/06/140604-victorgordon-ivory-trafficking-philadelphia-operation-scratchoff-usfws-forest-elephants-gabon/
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